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*Wrought Iron Front bars & Fiberglass Headrods are cut in 2 pieces 

for shipping if over 90” Wide. Connect with screws/coupling to make 

one length. 

 
 
Installation Instructions 

1. Mount first 2 outside Headrod clamps, at the desired position 

above the window, 7 inches in from each side of awning 

width. Mount any additional Headrod clamps, spaced evenly 

across width of awning.                        

• Mount level with window. 

 

Headrod Clamps must be mounted to wall studs, window 

header or framing structure as they support the entire weight 

if the awning.  

 

2. Slip the ring pulleys on the inside hook of each Headrod 

clamp. 

 

3. Distance from screw hole on Headrod clamp down wall to 

hinge screw hole is; 

27” for 24” Projection 

33” for 30” Projection 

* Location of arms can be adjusted as preferred. 

 

                 Distance between hinges should same as awning width. 

 

4. Slide Headrod in Headrod pocket of awning. Loosen wingnuts 

on Headrod clamp. Clamp Headrod (inside of fabric pocket) 

into Headrod clamp. Tighten the wingnuts over the fabric. 

 

5. Slip the front bar through pocket on awning.  
 

6. Connect projection bars to the front bar and wall hinge. 

 

7. Mount cleat where desired. 

 
 

Stringing Instructions 
 

Mount cleat on the left or right side. Tie rope around front bar at 
pocket opening (closest to cleat) using a slip knot. Run rope up 

through ring pulley and down to cleat. Cut to desired length to wrap 
around cleat. 

 
Repeat tying the knot around the front bar at the next pocket 

opening, run rope up through ring pulley and then across the top of 
awning through each ring pulley and down to cleat. Cut rope to 

desired length. 
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